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Various media and research reports have concluded that the beta version of BlueStack software is a
huge hit. BlueStack is new software designed for Android followers. It has been proved that it is far
better than windows 6.5 apps meant for smart phones. BlueStack is the name of the software that
makes android able to perform on desktop that run windows on pc.

A record number of downloads has been recorded by the BlueStack server and is estimated at more
than 560 thousand downloads. BlueStack, is a freshly startup company hailed from the city of
California. The entire team of BlueStacks has put a tremendous effort to develop software which
makes android applications run on pc. Software user just has to have a real android device and he
or she can register for the application can download on his local machine from the company
website. The highly talked software is just in its infancy stage and a lot of development is going on
to make it more user friendly and bug free. Investments for IT giants like Citrix and AMD has already
started to flow in. The future of the application certainly seems to be bright and prospective. Till now,
almost all has liked the application and appreciated the software.

One can easily use the downloaded application and can install the free software. Installation has
been kept very simple and easy to follow. After the installation, the main icon of the application gets
itself attached on the top right corner of the desktop. The application can be easily invoked by
double clicking the shortcut icon.

Entire Android world is eagerly waiting for the pro version of BlueStack as it has lots of promising
features that were never possible with previous application. Syncing the android device with the pc
is the most attractive feature that everyone wants to try his or her hands on. With powerful backup
from two tech giants, BlueStack is sure to hit big and will not dishearten any one. Only time will tell
about the future of Android on Windows, but currently everyone wants to try the much-hyped piece
of software.
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James Gini - About Author:
BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a run windows on pc and a download
apps for pc and enjoy the a android player.
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